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Abstract-In the present work, we are concerned with the derivation of continuous Rung+Kutta- 
Nystrom methods for the numerical treatment of second-order ordinary differential equations with 
periodic solutions. Numerical methods used for solving such problems are better to have the charac- 
teristic of high phase-lag order. First we analyse the construction algorithm for a high phase-lag order 
scaled extension of an explicit Rung+Kutta-Nystrom method. Using this procedure, we manage to 
construct a phase-lag order 14 continuous extension of a popular nine stages 8(6) order ERKN pair. 
In the literature, only phsselag order 12 continuous extension of nine stages 8(6) ERKN pairs can be 
found, so the proposed scaling method has the higher, until now, dispersion order. Numerical tests 
for the proposed methods are done over various test problems. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The solution of the second-order initial value problem 
Y” = f(G YL t 2 to, Y(to) = Yo, Y’@o) =Y& 
where f : IR x Wm H IV, is usually approximated in a discrete set of points by explicit 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom (ERKN) methods. These methods produce approximations yn+i and yi+i 
to y(t,+l) and y’(t,+i) according to 
Yn+l=y~+h,y:,+h~f:b3f3, 
j=l 
y;+i =y;+hnj&fj, 
j=l 
where h, = tn+l - t, and 
j-1 
t,+cjh,,Y~+cjh,y~+h~Cajkfk , j = 1,2 )...) s. 
k=l 
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The RKN parameters aij, bj, bi, and cj are assumed to be real, and s is the number of stages 
of the method. Defining the s-dimensional vectors c, b, and b’ and the s x s matrix A, where 
c= [Ci,C&... ,cslT,b=[br,b2,... , bslT, b’ = [bi, bk,. . . , bLIT, A = [Q], respectively, the Butcher 
tableau (Table 1) notation can be used to represent the ERKN method. 
Table 1. The Butcher tableau 
c A 
t 
bT 
blT 
In order to get an approximation of the solution or its derivative to off step points, a dense 
output formula, based in the ERKN method, is usually chosen. The class of scaled or continuous 
extensions of the RKN methods produce approximations to the point t, + zYh, according to 
9nft9 = yn + 6h,yl:, + h; 2 i&19)&, 
where 
and 29 E [O, 11. In practice, we use an ERKN method to advance the solution, and when off step 
approximations are needed, then we use its scaled extension. When the number of stages of the 
ERKN method (s) is equal to the number of stages of the scaled extension (v), then &j = aij, 
& = cj. In such a case, we do not have to calculate extra function evaluations in order to form 
the scaled ERKN. On the other hand, such continuous extensions cannot achieve high algebraic 
order, at least as high as the original ERKN method. The vectors i(d) and &‘(ti) are polynomial 
or rational functions of llJ. 
In the present work, we are interested in the numerical solution of periodic problems of the 
form (1). Van der Houwen and Sommeijer [l] were the first who introduced ERKN specially 
designed for periodical problems. They propose methods which have the characteristic of high 
phase-lag order, and numerical tests reveal that their methods perform better than common 
ERKN methods for some classes of periodical problems. Especially for problems which are 
known to have their solution described by free oscillations or free oscillations of low frequency 
with forced oscillations of high frequency superimposed, high phase-lag order methods should be 
preferred. Papakostas and Tsitouras [2] study in further depth the theory of high phase-lag order 
ERKN methods and they present high phase-lag order ERKN methods. The characteristic of 
high phase-lag order in the scaled extensions of ERKN methods is studied by Papageorgiou and 
Tsitouras [3]. In this particular work, the authors derive a phase-lag order 12 continuous extension 
of the popular (9,8(6)) ERKN pair of Dormand et al. [4]. In the following sections, we extend the 
theoretical work of Papakostas and Tsitouras for the case of scaled extensions of ERKN methods. 
Furthermore, we show that these results have not only theoretical interest, but also, when we use 
them in the correct way, have practical usage. We analyse the construction algorithm for a high 
phase-lag order scaled extension of a Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method. Using this procedure, we 
manage to construct a continuous extension of the popular (9,8(6)) ERKN pair of Dormand et al. 
with phase-lag order 14. In the literature, only phase-lag order 12 continuous extensions of this 
family of nine stages order 8(6) RKN pairs can be found. So, the proposed scaling method has 
the higher phase-lag order until now. Numerical tests for the proposed methods are done over 
various test problems. 
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2. SCALED RKN PHASE-LAG THEORY 
In this section, we outline the phase-lag order theory for the scaled extensions of ERKN meth- 
ods. We consider the second-order model ODE 
y” = -x2y, y(0) = 1, y’(0) = ix, x E Iw, 
with exact solution y(t) = exp (At). 
When the scaled ERKN method solves the above equation, the following recursive relation 
yields: 
[;;:I] = R(4 [;;I > 
where z, = H:, II, = Xh,, e = [l, 1, . . . , 1, llT E R”, and 
I- znbT(tj) (I+ ,,a)-‘e h, 6 - znhT(19) (I + .~,a 
R(L) = 
) ) 
-‘e 
-$zmPT(t9) (I + ,,,A)-l e 1 - &T(d) (I + .,a>l E 1 71 
Moreover, the theoretical solution satisfies the following recursive relation: 
where 
R(&) = 
cos 296 
-Xsin7JJz, 
The phase-lag (or dispersion) order of the scaled 
sin S& 
x . cost?& 1 
ERKN method is defined as the order of 
approximation of the arguments of the eigenvalues ot R to the arguments of the eigenvalues of ‘R. 
If we introduce functions S(z) and P(z), where 
S(z) = trace(R(z)) and P(z) G det(R(z)), 
we can measure the phase-lag error by 
Q(z) = 29JL; - S(z) arccos m. 
We say that a scaled extension of an ERKN method is of phase-lag (or dispersion) order q iff 
Q(z) = o&9+1). 
We denote a!_i = 0, o-1 = ah = 0, a0 = 29, and for j 2 1, CQ_1 = bT(8)$-ie, u2i = 
Q9) &-it, &_i = &‘T(8)&-1e, and uii = 6’T(29)$-1E. Following the Papakostas and 
Tsitouras [2] approach, it is not hard to prove a theorem which provides the phase-lag order 
conditions for scaled ERKN methods. 
THEOREM 1. A scaled ERKN method is of phase-lag order q = 2r iff for any Ic = 1, . . . , r, 
X(k) = 0 and X(r + 1) # 0, where 
X(k) = 2x,, - pk + c - (3) 
and 
T,k = 5 (02k-2j-la;j -a;k-2j-l02j), 
j=O 
(4) 
pk = 5 (~2k-2j-1+"hk-2j)(02j-1 +aLj) * 
j=O 
(5) 
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3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SCALED 
ERKN WITH REDUCED PHASE ERRORS 
If we like to construct a pth order scaled extension of an ERKN method with phase-lag order 
q = 2r, we have to choose the iT (29) and &lT(29) such that the coefficients of the method fulfill 
both the algebraic order and the phase-lag order conditions. The theory of trees and elementary 
differentials (51 helps us to derive the algebraic order conditions. If a method has algebraic 
order p, then ~1,. . . , op_l and a$, . . . , a; are monomials of 6. On the other hand, (3) provides 
theoretically the phase-lag order conditions. In the way these conditions are given, they have no 
practical use as it is not clear if and when the outcome of these relations are nonlinear expressions 
of the unknowns. With our analysis, in this section we try to show that (3) can be transformed 
to a handy tool in the derivation of dispersion order conditions. 
When we set 1 = k - n, relation (3) can be written in the following form: 
k 22(“-1)+1 
X(k) = kk - & + c 
L=. Mk - ON 
d2(k-0.rr 
1 
k 
= 2rk - pk + c d(1,6)7~ 
l=O 
(6) 
= 4nk +d(k - l,i+‘rk-l + . . . +d(l,fi)y~ + 2 _ pk. 
We can rewrite 7r, as 
J=-1 
In order to see when the above relation gives nonlinear terms, we have to examine two cases. 
(a) If J 2 p, we get nonlinear terms when 2m - J - 1 2 p + 1, which leads to 
m>p+l. 
(b) If 2m - J - 1 2 p + 1, we get nonlinear terms when J 2 p, which leads to 
m>p+l. 
So we conclude that the phase-lag order conditions have nonlinear terms coming out from 71, for 
m>p+l,m=l,..., r. 
Now we have to examine the behaviour of pm which is a sum of products which have the 
following form for the various values of the index J: 
for J = 0, the product is (~?~-r + c&,~) (0-r + crb) , 
for J = 1, the product is (~72~_-3 + a!_+,_,) (ai + ~7:)) 
for J = m - 1, 
for J = m, 
the product is (or+ u;) (~7~~~s + a;,_,) , 
the product is (c-1 + 06) (LT~+~ + a;,). 
Taking advantage of the symmetry of these factors, we consider the following cases. 
(a) If p is even and 
2m-2J-l=p-1, the product is (cP_r + 0;) (cQ,+~_~ + aLm_P) , 
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where the first sum is a monomial of 6 so we do not get nonlinear terms. The next product 
is 
(gp+i + a;+,) (Q+-p-3 + B&-p-2) , for 2m - 2(J + 1) - 1 = p + 1. 
For that case, we get nonlinear terms when 2m - p - 3 2 p, which leads to 
m>p+l. 
(b) If p is odd and 
2m-2J-l=p, the product is (cp + uL+i) (~~z~_..~_z + &+p_l) 
For this, we get nonlinear terms when 2m - p - 2 > p, which leads to 
mZp+l. 
The next product, for 
2m-2(J+l)-l=p+2, is (%+2 + a;+3> ( g2m-p-4 + ff;m-p-3 L 
for which we are covered by the same relation. 
Summarizing all the above, we conclude that the phase-lag order conditions have nonlinear 
terms coming out from pm or TV, when m 2 p + 1, m = 1,. . . , r. 
We are going to use the above analysis in order to derive a scaled extension of the nine stages 
order 8(6) ERKN of Dormand et al. (41, with algebraic order 5 and phase-lag order 14 (r = 7). 
We call this method DMP86 for the rest of this work. For this method, we have that h2 and ti2 
are zero so we have to solve a system with 16 unknowns. 
In order to attain the algebraic order 5, we have to satisfy nine order equations 
iT(d)e = f, iT(f = G, &T(79)e2 = f.!, bT(29);3 = $, 
PT(t9) e = 29, I?~(+= ;, gT(fl)t2 = ;, &‘T(g);3 = f, gT(29);4 = f. 
As far as phase-lag order conditions is concerned, algebraic order conditions ensure that 
X(1) = 0, X(2) = 0, X(3) = 0 are satisfied. So we have to solve for X(4) = 0, X(5) = 0, 
X(6) = 0, X(7) = 0. The first two equations are linear whereas, according to our analysis, 
TITS and ps contribute to the other two the following nonlinear expressions: 
the & contributes the term (~5 + o;)~, 
the ?rs contributes the term (~5 . a;, 
the 7r7 contributes the term 0s . a$. 
To overcome this problem, we have to consider higher algebraic order conditions 
When the above equations are satisfied, the X(4) = 0 is fulfilled. So using a symbolic manipu- 
lation package [6], we solve 16 linear equations for the b(6) and Q(d). The outcome is rational 
polynomials which do not become infinite for ti E [0, 1). 
Using the above procedure, we easily derive the phase-lag order 14 continuous extension of 
DMP86. The i(d) and bi(ti) of the scaled method are given in the Appendix. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We test our scaled ERKN method on six periodic problems taken from the literature. 
PROBLEM 1. The first problem is the following homogeneous problem: 
y” = -25y, Y(0) = 1, Y’(0) = 0, 
with theoretical solution 
y(t) = cos(5t). 
PROBLEM 2. The second problem is an inhomogeneous problem 
y” = -lOOy(t) + 99sin(t), Y(0) = 1, y’(0) = 11, 
with analytical solution 
y(t) = cos(lOt) + sin(lOt) + sin(t). 
PROBLEM 3. The Duffing equation forced by a harmonic function follows. This problem was 
studied by Van Dooren [7], 
y” + y + y3 = Fcos(Rt). 
We integrate taking F = 0.002 and R = 1.001. For the initial conditions, we take y(0) = ye 
and y’(0) = 0. The function 
YGct) = 5 (Y2i+l cos((2i + 1)0t)), 
a=0 
where ~1 = 0.200179477536, CQ = 0.246946143 x lo-“, CQ, = 0.304014 x lo-“, cy7 = 0.374 x lo-’ 
is a high order approximation to the exact solution. 
PROBLEM 4. We consider the orbital problem of Stiefel and Bettis [8], 
z” + z = O.OO1eit, z(0) = 1, z’(0) = 0.9995i, z E c. 
For this problem, the theoretical solution represents motion on the perturbation of a circular 
orbit in the complex plane and is given by 
z(t) = u(t) + iv(t), u,w E Et, 
u(t) = cos(t) + 0.0005t sin(t), 
w(t) = sin(t) - 0.0005t cos(t). 
The point z(t) spirals outwards so, at time t, its distance from the orbit is 
g(t) = [242(t) + w2(t)] 1’2 = [l + (o.ooo5t)2] 1’2 . 
We solve the equivalent couple real problems 
u” + u. = 0.0001 cos(t), U(0) = 1, U’(0) = 0, 
d’ + v = 0.0001 sin(t), v(0) = 0. u’(0) = 0.9995. 
PROBLEM 5. Our next test problem is the Bessel equation 
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PROBLEM 6. Finally, we consider the orbit equation [9] 
y:’ = -4t2yi - 
& 
y; = -4t2y2 + y1 
&Fiz’ 
For the initial conditions to = &$, yi(ta) = 0, yi(te) = -6, yz(ta) = 1, ya(ts) = 0, we 
have the exact solution 
yi = co&, 
yz = sint2. 
We integrate all the problems using DMP86, which has algebraic order 8. The numerical 
procedure produces a set of mesh points at which the analytical solution is approximated. Then 
for each new step, we use the scaled extension with algebraic order 5 and phase-lag order 14 
to approximate the solution at ten inner step equally spaced points. We integrate over a long 
interval ([0,500] for Problems l-4, [l, 5001 for Problem 5, and [ &$!, 501 for Problem 6) using a 
variable stepsize code with local extrapolation and the step control algorithm 
h n+l = OJhn ( ,,;;l;,,) 1’7. 
E n+l is a local error estimate and TOL is the tolerance parameter. We solve each problem for 
seven values of the tolerance parameter (10p3,. . . , lo-‘). 
When solving with an ERKN method, the global error of the numerical solution is defined as 
the biggest quantity that the method fails to approximate the true solution at the mesh points. 
For an algebraic order p method, the global error behaves like O(hp). If this method is coupled 
with a continuous extension of order r, which will be used for off-step approximations, then the 
global error of the whole method behaves like 0(1~‘““‘(~~‘+~)). 
During our numerical testing, we measure the global error of the ERKN at the mesh points and 
we call this quantity “global error”. As a measure of the error of our scaled ERKN continuous 
extension, we keep the maximum quantity that the method fails to satisfy the true solution in all 
inner step equally spaced points we have approximated the solution. We call this “scaled error”. 
When we construct a continuous extension of a nine stages ERKN method, the best algebraic 
order we can achieve, without adding new stages and so more function evaluations, is six. For 
our scaled high phase-lag order method, which is designed to handle periodic problems, we have 
chosen to spare one unit of algebraic order for the sake of the phase-lag order. So one would 
not expect a good behaviour when such a low algebraic order scaled method is used to couple 
the DMP86. The following tables present the results of our numerical tests. We observe that 
even though the algebraic order of the scaled ERKN is only five, its error is very close to the 
Table 2. 
TOL Problem 1 Problem 2 
Global Error Scaled Error Global Error Scaled Error 
10-S 9.29 x 10-S 9.83 x 1O-3 1.72 x 1O-2 1.72 x 1O-2 
10-d 7.64 x 1O-4 7.69 x 1O-4 1.52 x 1O-3 1.52 x 1O-3 
10-S 5.31 x 10-S 5.39 x 10-S 1.13 x 10-d 1.13 x 10-d 
10-e 3.79 x 10-e 3.80 x 10-e 8.73 x lO+j 8.94 x lO+j 
10-T 2.70 x 1O-7 2.70 x 1O-7 6.08 x 10-T 6.09 x 1O-7 
10-s 1.92 x 10-s 1.92 x 10-a 4.28 x 1O-8 4.29 x 10-S 
10-g 1.37 x 10-g 1.37 x 10-g 3.13 x 10-g 3.14 x 10-g 
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Table 3. 
TOL Problem 3 
Global Error Scaled Error 
10-S 8.04 x 10-S 8.40 x 10-S 
10-d 1.19 x 10-4 1.24 x 1O-4 
10-S 2.66 x lO-‘j 2.76 x lO--‘j 
10-G 9.47 x 10-S 1.59 x 10-r 
10-T 7.73 x 10-g 2.30 x 1O-s 
10-g 7.19 x 10-10 3.57 x 10-g 
10-g 7.04 x lo-” 5.85 x lo-‘0 
Table 4. 
TOL Problem 4a 
Global Error Scaled Error 
10-S 3.60 x 1O-4 3.95 x 10-d 
10-d 3.71 x 10-5 3.79 x 10-S 
10-S 3.00 x 10-G 3.06 x lo-+ 
10-e 2.89 x 1O-7 2.90 x 10-T 
10-T 2.45 x IO-’ 2.46 x lo-+? 
10-S 1.90 x 10-g 1.90 x 10-g 
10-g 1.46 x 10W1’ 1.47 x lo-‘0 
Problem 4b 
Global Error Scaled Error 
3.63 x 1O-4 3.93 x 10-d 
3.74 x 10-S 3.75 x 10-S 
3.00 x 10-e 3.04 x 10-6 
2.89 x 1O-7 2.89 x 1O-7 
2.45 x 1O-8 2.45 x 1O-8 
1.90 x 10-g 1.90 x 10-g 
1.47 x 10-10 1.47 x 10-10 
Table 5. 
TOL Problem 5 
Global Error Scaled Error 
10-S 1.94 x 10-3 1.95 x 10-S 8.80 x 10-S 8.81 x 10-S 
10-d 1.81 x 1O-4 1.81 x 1O-4 7.34 x 10-d 7.34 x 10-d 
10-5 1.38 x 1O-5 1.38 x 1O-5 5.77 x 10-S 5.77 x 10-S 
10-6 1.00 x 10-E 1.00 x 10-C 4.40 x 10-G 4.41 x 10-6 
10-T 7.93 x 10-s 7.93 x 10-s 3.26 x 1O-7 3.26 x 1O-7 
10-E 5.53 x 10-g 5.56 x lo-’ 2.76 x lo-’ 2.76 x lo-* 
10-g 3.96 x lo-lo 3.96 x 10-l’ 1.94 x 10-g 1.96 x 1O-g 
global error of the ERKN method. As we have mentioned above, this succeeds without any 
extra function evaluations. So we can conclude that high phase-lag scaled ERKN methods, and 
especially ours that succeeds the best, until now, phase-lag order, should be preferred to provide 
inner step approximations when solving problems with periodic solutions. (See Tables 2-5.) 
APPENDIX 
For the sake of simplicity, we present the i(6) and @(29) of the scaled extension of DMP86 in 
terms of is(z9), &s(S), big(d). 
f&(29) = 1 
2537638248222 
-8479029718278&s@) - 5206492742178&@) 
+1268819124111r92 - 6961733179674ti3 +16460379335750ti4 
- 1805554041585ti5 +8422315869800@ -106295157700067 , 
> 
i&9) = 0, 
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i&99) = 25 
2577918220416 
( 819706991292~8(~)+492453293682&(6) 
+363192214497d3 -1185056029577d4 +1483314264033d5 
- 75272053766019~ +106295157700~9~), 
&4(d) = 
-25 
1933438665312 ( 
739147046904&9)+411893349294&@) 
+81232409139G3 - 545052026939d4 +919394653317fi5 
- 5736984390206'j +106295157700t97), 
i)5(?9) = l 
429653036736 
( 2970695735028&9)+1334427246978~&9) 
+124202240337d3 - 957416910625d4 +2314441508925d5 
- 197338170190066 +531475788500t17), 
6429) = -925 
4511356885728 
6913172448&(d)- 193152208&,(29) 
+18174723d3 -457752323ti4 +307554620119~ 
- 5828493020@ +287284210019~), 
&7(d) = 
-1175 
23201263983744 
30552584076&@)+ 37515428706&@) 
+271365801t!J3 - 1829805761d4 +2720949441d5 
+ 779407300@ - 2261599100ti7 , 
> 
i&99) = (-223(525770744363958544902228786796554240474~9~ 
+16063890584678999665856449793802011742936193 
- 73651048076632579139396197458127224699632164 
+10004129334159356270560275790635324783815922t95 
- 69255134304122807164361563379320084022417212t96 
+28086519497047859712639853064734255042167633067 
- 6878317535680661544999369734067200412312436806* 
+9471675807519779418494181903160562626174744006g 
-433O9662328143254291121661199579953241639O4OO61o 
- 7937819375973O4536O8O4357975OO5765473332576OO1911 
+172O748O2487386583OO342527567612955lOl54368OOO612 
-1722O393O81385O589OO8O1368327O1828221O76544OOO2913 
+121571O437954515273699O9415684392394O59264OOOO614 
- 65461O496982944596O77426454OO63553716224OOOOOt915 
+ 1858675O615984854465622375216244778O864OOOOOO616)) 
/ (245188944(-148435440842222679540762562886570270 
+416005700219510042715858157416915633~ 
+24227249617315896167412509914105953755t92 
- 260358337701770010590496624674793317600t93 
+100854799177973635854743656822768012800064 
- 177638229081180919599649511203340222400065 
+ 1366590112119120669494890660053742778400@)), 
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&I(@ = (436219798416132907897989634812921112638t92 
- 2316296649441177638963004903275405511756~3 
-162925742160217368579850208280378369380715i?4 
+303437792394929955359262114994236969080403665 
- 24309163826801746249209761839073377531052756~6 
+10974176715165507034618054449580345559304189067 
-2976O1622796961536387774l8l4634962O53281O864O198 
+47O72362366255313967949862844O8237768924576OOtig 
- 345934631928277685984686O99492O228976587392OOt91o 
-1O931365146O575389587253O231573127566598688OO611 
+466064895494551100873275116855724385856384000~12 
- 4444986282112575233398945922859942O7493952OOOt913 
+282874361754523O653562196626O247991578112OOOO2914 
-17O8O62949979721O6221947229566329O58O992OOOOO615 
+ 5996O8161745346798997296521O867964OO64OOOOOO2916) 
/ (185328(-148435440842222679540762562886570270 
+41600570021951004271585815741691563329 
+24227249617315896167412509914105953755t92 
- 260358337701770010590496624674793317600293 
+1008547991779736358547436568227680128000t94 
-177638229081180919599649511203340222400095 
+ 136659011211912066949489066005374277840086)), 
Q?) = 
1 
1041014959~4 ( 
448263783072h@)- 998098544709ti2 
f4092351851924t9" + -72669584059801y4 +3630982068000ti5 
+ 3004122663220t96 - 2563576634400d7 , 
> 
i&J) = 0, 
Q9) = -25 
317261702016 
131346483534!&(d) - 175080773511zY2 
+986895152516d3 - 1946249026575d4 f100765630476029" 
+ 868222170340@ - 743498404800d7 
> 
, 
i&(29)= 25 ( 
555207978528 
285590785662i&9)-156219111783~2 
+1475084479988ti3 - 494569883595d4 +1939134982680d5 
+ 1805754206620ti6 -156433237440019~ , 
> 
i&(79)= l 
17625650112 
( -177142120722k;(29)+64799892297292 
-644570164924ti3 +1723226316105ti4 -1031557552200z95 
- 1006841902220@ +898169534400d7 , 
> 
q&J) = 925 
185069326176 
618859962&i&9- 117462933t!12 
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+120950594863 -353625226519~ +2704834440G5 
+ 1873239620# - 2090150400~7 
> 
, 
b;(d) = 
1175 
951785106048 ( 
845855514i&3)-54263582119~ 
+5313674156d3 -13398498645d4 +5421868200ti5 
+ 1257410014019~ - 237364800d7 
> 
, 
g&9)= 
-223 
34700498658 ( 
296085258$(d)- 63223335d2 
+622428604d3 -1594167330z94 +696956400ti5 
+ 1480476620~9~ -114684240019~ , 
> 
i&(19) = (-302247283309912280359084388036331257640292 
+3595222877915431900529302411619660120579t93 
+ 38649871645077439178454831975528139423646i+4 
- 104618320961255840053660264733393527586138565 
+8856451410284336904519309878001817461128525d6 
- 39072698639105910223847754585511090126212470t97 
+97721734986638999240302373485218638235448900t98 
- 130259467154430212778645373103757073418963200t9g 
+4729282O3O8533239O3726595454696O6l2l53384OOOt!J1o 
+10951294451032424894749868246572753123896OOOO~11 
-155183119528O2371787918565O335O97457558856OOO612 
+65696265671000858324658l5O38l5O789280672OOOO2913 
-1754540383137525037828370745885413376000000614 
- 2945184145830241121425793432103438336000000615 
+ 1135486853746782793084386077187824640000000t91") 
/( (- 7722 148435440842222679540762562886570270 
+41600570021951004271585815741691563319 
+2422724961731589616741250991410595375562 
- 26035833770177001059049662467479331760063 
+100854799177973635854743656822768012800064 
-177638229081180919599649511203340222400065 
+ 136659011211912066949489066005374277840006)). 
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